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Bennett Valley apartments deemed unsafe because of mold, rats;
now, lengthy repairs, rising rents leave tenants with no place to go

Forced to move

High court ruling could
provide escape hatch for
Republicans wary of debate
By JEREMY W. PETERS
and JONATHAN MARTIN
N EW YO R K T I M ES
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FINAL DAYS: Juana Paniagua fixes breakfast Friday for her sons, Emmanuel, 8, left, and Aaron Sanchez, 10, in their Hoen Avenue apartment in Santa Rosa. The
Paniagua family is among those being told to leave the Bennett Valley Townhomes by Tuesday after code violations, including rodent infestation, were discovered.
By ANGELA HART

RISING RENT:
Elizabeth Nolasco
and her children —
Sebastian, 1, Nicole,
6, and Jennifer
Sanchez, 8 — leave
their apartment for
school Friday. Until
recently, residents
were paying $1,000
a month for a
two-bedroom unit.
Last week, a vacant
apartment was
listed at $1,995.
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onoma County tenants’ rights
attorneys are seeking legal action
this week against two Santa Rosa
property owners after city code enforcement officers ordered all tenants in their
Hoen Avenue apartment building to vacate because dangerous mold spores were
discovered in the air.
Nine families must be out of the
Bennett Valley Townhomes building by
Tuesday morning — a week after Santa
Rosa code enforcement officers issued a
mandatory order to vacate their premises
following inspection officials’ reports that
the building is plagued with mold, rat
infestations and other unsafe conditions,
including inadequate heating and leaky
roofs and windows.
The most recent reports, ordered by
Santa Rosa code enforcement officers
this month and released last week, show
dangerous levels of mold in each of the
building’s 10 units, of which nine are
currently occupied.
Residents in the two-story apartment
complex said they have notified building
management about problems with mold,
rats and other substandard living conditions for years. Prior complaints document
insect and rodent infestations throughout

the property, shoddy heating units, leaky
plumbing and holes in the structure, including behind stoves and heaters.
Prompted by those complaints, Santa Rosa code enforcement officials
first issued notices to property owners
informing them that they must clean up
hazardous living conditions last January.
One year later, health and safety code
violations persist.
That discovery prompted city officials
to shut down the building entirely until it
is brought up to code. Residents were told
Tuesday that they had one week to vacate.
The violations are the latest in what

lawyers representing tenants in substandard housing cases call an escalating
problem in Sonoma County. The tight
rental market, with a 1.5 percent vacancy rate and rents that have jumped 30
percent from last year, has forced tenants
who live in squalor to choose between
keeping silent about problems, searching
for a new place to live, or complaining —
an option that has put some low-income
people at risk of eviction, said three Santa Rosa tenants’ rights attorneys.
Without the tenant protections that are
in place in other Bay Area cities, such
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Stanford University accepted only 5 percent of
applicants in the latest admissions season, a
new low among elite colleges.
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For as long as people have griped about
college admissions, one of the biggest
complaints has been that it is a black box
— applications go in, acceptances and
rejections come out, but nobody can see
what happens inside.
It turns out the box has a big hole in it.
Under a federal law that has been on
the books for years, a small group of
Stanford students has asked the university for copies of their admission records,
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State of Union
tailored for
social media
By KATHLEEN HENNESSEY
and CHRISTI PARSONS
L O S A N G EL ES T I M ES

and the university says it has no choice
but to comply, within 45 days. That
means the written assessments of applicants that admissions officers gave, the
numerical scores those officers assigned
them on a range of factors and, in some
cases, even the recommendation letters
written by their high school teachers and
counselors will all be turned over to the
students, who can do what they choose
with it.
On Thursday night, a few of the Stanford students made their findings public
(although not their admission records)
and urged others to follow their lead. The
students say their actions have prompted
hundreds of others at Stanford to apply
for their records, and they hope it will
catch on at other colleges.
The project is the brainchild of a group

WASHINGTON — As President Barack Obama worked on
his State of the Union address
last week, his staff sent out an
email blast to
ask the public
WHEN TO
what
should
WATCH
be in it. The
The president
White
House
will give his anhyped
nearly
nual State of the
every
recent
Union address at
major
policy
6 p.m. Tuesday
announcement
on major TV
— on LinkedIn
networks and
and other webonline.
sites.
After Obama
delivers his vision for the country Tuesday, he’ll underscore
the message through interviews
— with a teen style guru, a video
blogging nerd and a green-lipstick-wearing comedian who
says she’s ready because she’s
watched “Veep.”
They are YouTube stars.
The State of the Union address is a century-old tradition
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Stanford students get admission file access
Group spearheads effort to
demystify why applicants accepted
by using little-known law

WASHINGTON — The news
Friday that the Supreme Court
will rule whether same-sex couples have the right to marry
brought on elation from gays
and lesbians who believe the
justices will decide in their favor.
But another group also saw a
possible reason to celebrate if
the court does indeed rule that
way: Republicans.
If the high court resolves the
issue as expected in June, it
could deliver a decision that has
the benefit of largely neutralizing a debate that a majority of
Americans believe Republicans
are on the wrong side of — and
well ahead of the party’s 2016
presidential primaries.
To have the question disposed
of and dispensed with, many Republicans say, could make their
opinions on the matter largely
moot, providing a political escape hatch that gives them an
excuse to essentially say, “It’s
been settled. Let’s move on.”
For many in the party who
would rather not be talking
about same-sex marriage at all,
this would be an outcome they
could find palatable even if the
court does recognize constitutional protections for same-sex
couples.
When the Supreme Court
said it would take up the question, the reticence to wade into
the debate was evident. In most
corners of the party — and, notably, from those who are likely
to seek the Republican nomination — there was silence late last
week.
The desire to calibrate unremarkable and inoffensive responses shows how the debate
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